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The pervasive and central theme is: do ut des. This aspect clings to the routine and the mass
religious behaviour of all peoples at all times and in all religions.
(Max Weber, Economy and Society vol. I, p. 424)
1 Introduction
Exchange and reciprocity are central concepts in all forms of human society. Based on
a system of mutual obligation, they denote any activity in which valuables are circulated
between individuals or groups of people. In the religious sphere they include the transfer
of both material and immaterial goods between human and spiritual beings. As outlined by
Marcel Mauss in his Essai sur le don, the classic work on the total system of reciprocity, such
exchange is governed by the principle of the gift entailing the counter-gift.
Concepts of exchange and reciprocity are also traceable, by means of the oldest extant
texts, in the culture of the early Indo-Europeans. In this lecture I propose to discuss some of
their aspects which are found in the earliest literary document of the Iranians, the Avesta, the
sacred texts of the followers of Zarathustra. The lecture has three parts. First, on the basis of
the Avesta and the Rigveda I shall briefly outline the Indo-Iranian ritual involving a triangular
configuration of patron, priest and god engaged in gift-exchange. Second, by investigating
the contexts of the much disputed, but for our purposes important, Gathic word maga-, I shall
highlight some aspects of the Old Avestan ritual governed by the same triangular pattern of
ritually enacted gift-exchange. Finally, I shall discuss the Gathic evidence for exchange and
reciprocity in a non-ritual, religious context. I shall conclude that there are, in the Gathas, two
distinct, but interpenetrary, exchange patterns: first, the inherited Indo-Iranian triangular
model underlying the ritual activity and governing the relationship between Zarathustra and
some of his contemporaries and, second, a new pattern without Indo-Iranian antecedent,
of a two-way relationship between any human being and Zarathustra’s god, Ahura
Mazda¯.
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2 Exchange in Indo-Iranian Culture
Early Iranian culture is deeply rooted in and emerged out of its Proto-Indo-Iranian or Aryan
ancestor. While the material culture of the latter appears to be traceable in the Andronovo-
civilization,1 the language and conceptual world of that pre-historic stage is only accessible
to us by way of scholarly reconstruction on the basis of a systematic comparison of the
earliest Iranian and Indo-Aryan linguistic documents. Yet reconstructed Proto-Indo-Iranian
has a great explanatory force because it provides a backdrop against which the Avesta and
Veda may be viewed and their archaisms and innovations identified.
The sources of our knowledge about the earliest Iranian and Vedic languages and ideas are
exclusively religious and to a large extent poetic. This does not mean, however, that such texts
were detached from peoples’ practical daily lives. On the contrary, it has been convincingly
argued that poetry and religion were central to Indo-Iranian society and culture. Poetry was
not, as Calvert Watkins has put it, a “frill”, but a necessity of life, a necessary condition for
existence. It is probably no accident that the vast majority of the earliest surviving texts are
religious poetry. In the oral culture of the Indo-Iranians, a deliberate effort was made to
preserve them because they were particularly valued in society as well as being central to its
own intellectual and spiritual inheritance.2
It has long been observed that Indo-Iranian poetry cannot be separated from the society
in which it operated. The composer of texts, the poet, did not function in isolation; he had a
patron, and the two were in an exchange or reciprocity relationship. The latter, however, was
not two-way, but a three-way relationship between gods, patron and poet. The poet offered
poems to the gods, who then bestowed wealth of all kinds upon the patron and the latter in
their turn upon the poet. All three participants were interdependent: the gods required the
poet’s praise, the poet needed the patron to employ and pay him, while the patron needed
both the poet to interact with the gods, and the latter to renew his prosperity. The ordinary
man was not able to enter into a direct relationship with the deity, but had to hire a priest
who, by performing the ritual, could do so on his (the patron’s) behalf. Only the poet-priest
was in a position to interact with the gods, so that the latter might confer on the patron
what he desired. This network of relations, which entailed a moral and ideological necessity,
may be represented in the following way:
Fig. 1.
1 Cf. Mallory, 2002.
2 Watkins, 1982, p. 105.
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There were thus three parties involved in the Indo-Iranian sacrifice: the patron, the priest
and the gods. The patron acted as donor of the sacrifice for the performance of which he
hired the priest; the latter carried out the sacrifice for the benefit of the gods; they received
the sacrifice and came down to the sacrificial place in order to enjoy the offering. Being
guests, they brought with them various gifts of hospitality which were bestowed on the host,
the patron, who, after completion of the sacrifice, was obliged to remunerate the priest for
his services.3 The task of the poet was to arouse and attract the deity’s interest in entering
into the transaction. By employing the poetic skills in which he had been trained, he alone
was able to coerce the divine into such reciprocal relationships with human beings. That goal
was achieved by means of a good hymn of praise, which would attract the god’s attention and
invite them to leave their heavenly dwellings and come down to the place of ritual worship.
Most of the Rigvedic hymns are invitations of this kind. At the sacrificial place, the gods
would enjoy the offering which consisted of food and drink. Both priest and patron hoped,
indeed expected, the gods to provide riches and well-being in return for the hospitality
which they enjoyed.
The sacrifice was conceived as an act of hospitality in quite a physical sense. The ritual
fire, represented by the god Agni, prepared for the gods a broad path on which they would
travel when coming down to the place of sacrifice and when returning back to heaven. This
emerges, for example, from
RV 7.38.8 asya´ ma´dhvah. pibata ma¯da´yadhvam. tr.pt´¯a ya¯ta pathı´bhir devay ´¯anaih.
“Drink from this sweet drink and get drunk! Having enjoyed it, return on the paths on which
the gods travel!”
The gods came on their chariot and brought with them many gifts, which they hoped to
bestow on the one providing the offering. The ritual precinct was prepared so as to welcome
them. They had a special seat which was comfortably laid out with sacrificial straw, the
barhı´s.-, as referred to, for example, in
RV 1.117.1 ma´dhvah. so´masya¯s´vina¯ ma´da¯ya pratno´ ho´t ´¯a viva¯sate va¯m/
barhı´s.matı¯ ra¯t´ır vı´s´rita¯ g ´¯ır is. ´¯a ya¯tam. na¯satyo´pa v ´¯a jaih.//
Y 2.7 ahmiia zaoϑre bar esmanae¯ca
“The old priest invites the two of you, the two As´vin, for the intoxication. The gift rich in
sacrificial straw has been spread out, and the hymn as well. Draw near with strength, O Na¯satya,
and with prizes!”
“At (the place of ) this libation and sacrificial straw:
The sacrificial straw also figures in the Zoroastrian ritual where it forms part of a common
formula of liturgical invocation, for instance in
usˇahin em asˇauuan em
I invite with reverence,
3 The triangular model also seems to underlie Pindar’s poetry of praise studied by Leslie Kulke, 1991. The
patron would be represented by the aristocracy, the poet by Pindar, and the slot of the gods would be filled by the
victorious athlete. The goods circulated are the praise offered by the poet to the victorious athlete, who bestows
fame and prestige on his civic community represented by the aristocracy. The latter offers the payment to the poet
as remuneration for the praise poetry.
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asˇahe ratu¯m a¯iiese yesˇti
Usˇahina, the truthful one, the Ratu of truth.”
Even in contemporary Zoroastrian ritual, the bar esman-, consisting either of twigs or of
metal sticks, is laid out on the ritual precinct before the chief priest, the zaotar-. After
completion of the sacrifice, the patron was obliged to pay the priest. However, in the Vedic
hymns this is not described as a payment, but as a gift, the Vedic term for which is da´ks.in. a¯.
At the end of the hymn, the singer usually expresses his desire for a generous remuneration
and praises the patron who has given the da´ks.in. a¯-, for example in
RV 10.62.11 sahasrad ´¯a gra¯man. ´¯ır m ´¯a ris.an ma´nuh. s ´¯uryen. a¯sya ya´tama¯naitu da´ks.in. a¯/
“The giver of a thousand (gifts), the leader of hosts, Manu, shall not be harmed. Taking its place
next to the sun, his sacrificial gift shall come.”
The da¯nastutis or ‘praises of the gift’ which the patron gave to his priest-poet, incorporated
in the hymns of the Rigveda, record such rewards or fees. However, the poets tended to
exaggerate them, sometimes fancifully, speaking of thousands or even myriads of cows.
For instance, in RV 8.46.22, the poet rejoices in the reward he has received for his service:
RV 8.46.22 s.as.t.ı´m
. saha´sr ´¯as´vyasya¯yu´ta¯sanam u´s.t.ra¯na¯m. vim
. s´at´ım. s´at ´¯a/
da´s´a s´y ´¯avı¯na¯m. s´at ´¯a da´s´a trya`rus. ı¯n. a¯m. da´s´a ga´va¯m
. saha´sra¯//
“I have won sixty thousand horses, a myriad (cows), twenty hundred camels, ten hundred dark
brown (mares), ten (hundred) three-reddish (mares), ten thousand cows.”
A good hymn of praise, the gift of the poet to the gods, obligates the deity to bestow as a
counter-gift goods desired by the patron, usually fertility, long life, wealth and prosperity. It
was by way of interaction with the gods that the patron renewed his life force and prosperity.
The ideological basis for the extraordinarily high valuation accorded to the poet by society
was that he was the professional of the spoken word, the word by which he alone was able
to interact with the gods. As Enrico Campanile has put it, the poet was “the preserver and
the professional of the spoken word. It is he who is by definition competent in all the areas
where the word is, or is considered to be operative”.4 The priest was the most important
professional in Indo-Iranian society, a learned man of high social standing, similar, perhaps,
in modern terms, and at least in some societies, to a scholar.
Zarathustra was also one of those singers, since in one Gathic passage (Y 33.6) he refers
to himself as a chief priest, zaotar-. In such a capacity, his position in society must have been
similar to that of a Vedic priest, a ho´tar-, and he would have learned from childhood how
to compose hymns in praise of the gods. Committed to asˇ.a- ‘truth’ or ‘rightness’, he was a
master of the spoken word, and therefore in need of a patron.
3 The triangular pattern in Zoroastrian ritual
Let us now investigate the extent to which the Old Avestan ritual is governed by the
aforementioned Indo-Iranian triangular pattern of ritually enacted gift-exchange. There is
one Avestan term that appears to play a key-role in the Gathic perception of ritual: maga-.
4 Campanile, 1977, p. 32; English translation quoted by Watkins, 1982, p. 106.
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This noun is central to Avestan ritual terminology not only because it is relatively well
attested, but also because it was to provide the name of the Zoroastrian priestly class of the
magi, and later the mobeds. We shall first survey the various uses of the Vedic cognate magha´-
and then the contexts of the Gathic word maga-. We shall see that Vedic magha´- is a technical
term for the ‘gift of reciprocity’, while Avestan maga- denotes, in a metonymic transposition,
the ritually enacted exchange of gifts of reciprocity. Accordingly, magu- refers to a priest
engaged in ritually enacted gift-exchange (maga-).
3.1 Rigvedic magha´-: Exchange in Vedic ritual
In the Rigveda, the neuter noun magha´- denotes the gift given by the magha´van-, who may
be either a god or a patron. Magha´- refers to both the gift given by the gods to the singer,
who performs on behalf of the patron, and that given by the patron to the singer. In most
cases, magha´- is given by the gods, in particular Us.as (5.79.4), the Marut (7.57.6), the As´vin
(10.73.4), Mitra and Varun.a (1.151.9), but most often (17 times) Indra, for example in:
RV 1.11.3 pu¯rv ´¯ır ı´ndrasya ra¯ta´yo na´ vı´ dasyanty u¯ta´yah./
ya´d ı¯ v ´¯a jasya go´mata stotr´. bhyo ma´m
. hate magha´m//
“The gifts of Indra (are) many, his helps do not diminish, when he bestows on the singers the
gift of the prize rich in cattle.”
Furthermore, in at least seven passages magha´- refers to the gift which the patrons give to
the priests for performing the sacrifice, for instance in
RV 3.53.7 vis´v ´¯amitra¯ya da´dato magh ´¯ani sahasrasa¯ve´ . . . //
“While they [the An.giras] give gifts to Vis´va¯mitra at the thousandfold pressing (of Soma)”
and in
RV 5.30.12 r.n. am. caya´sya pra´yata¯ magh ´¯ani pra´ty agrabh ı¯s.ma nr´. tamasya nr.n. ´¯am//
“We have received the gifts offered by
(
Rn. am. caya, the most manly of men”.5
Moreover, as observed by H.-P. Schmidt, 1991, (p. 221), magha´- denotes the gift offered
by human beings to the gods in at least one passage in which Agni is asked
RV 6.12.2 . . . havy ´¯a magh ´¯ani m ´¯anus.a¯ ya´jadhyai//
“to sacrifice the libations, the human gifts”.
The most important characteristic of both gods and patrons is their generosity in giving
magha´-. Many hymns culminate in the praise of this quality, for instance
RV 4.17.8 ha´nta¯ yo´ vr.tra´m. sa´nitota´ v ´¯ajam. d ´¯ata¯ magh ´¯ani magha´va¯ sur ´¯adha¯h.//
5 In RV 5.30.12, magha´- has the same attribute pra´yata- (‘offered’) as da´ks.in. a¯- in the compound pra´yata-daks.in. a-
(‘who has offered the da´ks.in. a¯-’), an attribute of the patron.
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“[Indra,] the slayer of Vr.tra, the winner of prizes, the giver of gifts, the wealthy, rewarding one.”6
RV 8.54.5 ya´d indra r ´¯adho a´sti te m ´¯aghonam maghavattama/
te´na no bodhi sadham ´¯adyo vr.dhe´ bha´go da¯n ´¯aya vr.trahan//
“O Indra, together with your generous gift, O most wealthy one, be our drinking-companion
for prosperity, be a dispenser of the gift, O slayer of Vr.tra!”
It emerges from this survey that semantically Vedic magha´- forms part of the vocabulary
of institutionalised gift-exchange between god, patron and priest. It denotes a ‘gift of
reciprocity’7 given by any of the three parties involved in the exchange. Both gods and
patrons possess a large amount of magha´- and are therefore described as magha´van- ‘richly
provided with magha´-’. The purpose of the singer’s hymn is to stimulate and encourage each
of them to give generously: the gods to give magha´- to the patron, and the latter to give
magha´- to the priest. It is through the spoken word, the hymn, that the priest-poet sets the
circulation of goods in motion.
3.2 Avestan maga-: gift-exchange in Gathic ritual
Let us now see what the Gathas tell us about the ritual perceived as an exchange of gifts. One
of the central terms for the ritually enacted circulation of gifts is, I think, the hotly debated
Avestan word maga-, referred to by Ilya Gershevitch as “the horribly controversial noun”.
In a masterly and refreshingly humorous article, punningly entitled “A helping hand from
Central Asia”, he gives a useful summary of “the tortuous history undergone by the term
maga- in twentieth century Gathological thinking”.8 Although the noun maga- is relatively
well attested, six occurrences altogether9 but, alas, only in the Gathas-, virtually every aspect
of it is disputed: its identity with Vedic magha´- gift, its gender, i.e. whether it is masculine
or, like the Vedic noun, neuter, and, above all, its meaning. In fact, the latter is even more
open to speculation if Av. maga- is etymologically separated from Vedic magha´-. Apart from
Old Avestan maga-, there is also a Younger Avestan masculine noun maga- meaning ‘hole’,
attested only in the Videvdad and usually considered as an etymologically unconnected
homophone.
Bartholomae (AirWb. 1109f.), who thinks that Avestan maga- is etymologically unrelated
to Vedic magha´-, postulates a meaning “Bund, Geheimbund”, which he understands in the
sense of Latin societas as referring especially to the Zoroastrian community. Ilya Gershevitch
posits a meaning ‘vow’, denoting “a solemn undertaking entered into by free human will”,
6 As noted by Hoffmann, 1967, p. 167 and Tichy, 1995, 251f., the acrotone agent nouns in this passage denote
well-known characteristics (“Beeigenschaftung”) of Indra. Their function is equivalent to that of verbal forms in
the injunctive mood.
7 Mole´, 1963, 158ff., Schwartz, 1985, p. 484.
8 Gershevitch, 1996, pp. 60–68, esp. pp. 61–63, 66ff.
9 There is some dispute as to whether there are five, six or seven attestations of maga-. Bailey, 1970, 33f.,
followed by Gershevitch 1996, 64ff. eliminates one in Y 53.7 by preferring the reading mag¯eusˇ (from the stem
magu-) which occurs in the ancient Pahlavi Yasna manuscript K5 against mag¯em found in most other good
manuscripts and edited by Geldner, Avesta I 190. According to the latter’s edition, Avesta I 171, there is an
additional attestation in Y 48.10 mu¯ϑr em ahiia¯ magahiia¯ (Schwartz, 1985; H.-P. Schmidt, 1991, pp. 229-231), but
here the reading madahiia¯ is better attested (Bartholomae, AirWb. pp. 1110, 1114; Kellens, WZKM 78, 1988,
p. 300) and probably lectio difficilior (Gershevitch, 1996, pp. 63f.).
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namely “that of acceptance of Ahura Mazda¯h’s revelation to the prophet”. He bases his
semantic conclusions on Y 53.7, where maga- appears to denote the vow given in the wedding
ceremony.10 Benveniste, who equally rejects the etymological identity of the Avestan and
Vedic nouns, interprets Avestan maga- as a term for the spiritual content of Zarathustra’s
teachings.11
However, the strongest argument in favour of the etymological equation of the Vedic and
Avestan words is not so much that it is phonologically straightforward, as that there are a
number of phraseological parallels. For example, the expression
Y 46.13–14 ra¯daNha¯ . . . mazo¯i maga¯i
‘with generosity . . . for the great gift’
consists of the same lexical components as
RV 1.122.8 ma´himaghasya r ´¯adhas
‘the generosity of the one who gives great gifts’.12
Those who assume that Av. maga- belongs etymologically with Ved. magha´- start from
the meaning ‘gift’, which the noun has in Vedic. It could refer to the revelation of the
Mazdayasnian religion by Ahura Mazda¯ to Zarathustra, as suggested for instance by Messina,13
or be the gift offered to the deity by human beings, as proposed by Mole´.14 Helmut Humbach
argues that maga- denotes not only the sacrificial offering, but also the act of hospitality offered
by the patron to the priest and by the priest to the deity during the sacrifice. The noun
refers “to the sacrificial ceremony and to the payment for it by its sponsors”.15 Humbach’s
interpretation comes closest to what will emerge from the following study of the contexts
of maga-, namely that the latter is a term for the ritually enacted gift-exchange.
The Old Avestan contexts, in which maga- occurs, imply that the noun refers to the actual
situation in which Zarathustra finds himself. This is indicated both by the fact that persons
who belong to Zarathustra’s environment are named individually (Y 46, 51 and 53) and by
the gifts being listed (ra¯iti-, Y 29.11, 33.7).16 In Y 53.7, a stanza to whose understanding Ilya
Gershevitch has contributed significantly in the article referred to above (n.8), the ‘prize’
(mı¯zˇda-) for the maga- is mentioned, thus evoking the actual situation in which the hymn is
recited:17
Y 53.7a a
˜
tca¯ v¯emı¯zˇd em aNha
˜
t ahiia¯ magahiia¯
“And the prize for this gift-exchange will be yours . . . ”
10 Gershevitch, 1996, pp. 66, 67f.
11 Benveniste, 1938, 15: “l’enseignement religieux a` re´pandre oralement”, cf. Messina, Orientalia 8, 1939, 205f.
12 On the phraseological parallels, see Schlerath, OLZ 57, 1962, p. 579; Schwartz, 1985, p. 482; Kellens, 1987,
p. 248; H.-P. Schmidt, 1991, p. 220f., pp. 233–236; Mayrhofer, EWAia II 289 with references.
13 Messina, 1930, pp. 67–75, esp.71ff.; cf. also Schlerath, OLZ 57, 1962, p. 579; H.-P. Schmidt, 1991, p. 221.
14 Mole´, Culte p. 157, who considers that in Y 29.11 maga- could also denote the gift which is given by the deity.
15 Humbach Ga¯tha¯s2 II 245; 1952 [1957], pp. 19–20; Gathas I 67.
16 Cf. Schwartz 1985, p. 482.
17 For a discussion of the philological details of the Avestan passages quoted below, see Hintze, 2000.
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as long as one remains ‘most faithful’, zrazdisˇta-. However, the text continues indicating that
‘woe’ (vaiio¯i) will be the last word of those who violate the system of gift-exchange (maga- Y
53.7d). Thus, the contravention of maga- will lead to a terrible end. Y 53.7 is one of the final
stanzas in the entire cycle of Gathic hymns, and it is perhaps not by chance that maga- occurs
here twice, thereby reinforcing the importance of abiding by the rules of gift-exchange.
The noun is also found at the beginning of the Gathas, in Y 29.11, in the context of a
verb of hospitality, paiti.zan ‘to recognise, acknowledge, welcome’:
Y 29.11 kuda¯ asˇ.
em vohuca¯ mano¯ xsˇaϑr emca¯ a
˜
t ma¯ masˇa¯
yu¯zˇ¯em mazda¯ fra¯xsˇn ene¯ mazo¯i maga¯i.a¯ paitı¯.za¯nata¯
ahura¯ nu¯ n (a¯ auuar¯e¯ehma¯.ra¯to¯isˇ yu¯sˇma¯uuata¶m
“Where (are) truth, good mind and rule? Welcome me soon,
O Wise One, in foresight for the great gift-exchange!
Now, O Lord, (come) down to us on account of our offering to those such as you!”
Like its Vedic equivalent pra´ti-jn˜a¯ (e.g. RV 3.45.4; 7.54.1), Av. paiti-zan has a technical
meaning in the context of the institution of hospitality in so far as the singer asks to be
recognised and accepted (paiti-zan) by the deity in response to ‘the great maga-’.18 The gifts
(ra¯iti-) are prepared in order to attract Ahura Mazda¯’s attention and invite him to come to
the place of worship. An exchange of gifts (ra¯iti-) is also alluded to in Y 33.7. As in Y 29.11,
Ahura Mazda¯, but also the divine beings Truth and Good Mind, are invoked and invited to
draw near. The singer stresses to the wealthy patrons, the magauuan-, that he is renowned for
being able to bring about the divine presence:
Y 33.7 a¯ ma¯ a¯idu¯m vahisˇta¯ a¯.xvaiϑiia¯ca¯ mazda¯ dar esˇa
˜
tca¯
asˇ. a¯ vohu¯ manaNha¯ ya¯ sruiie¯ par¯
emagaono¯
a¯uuisˇ n (a¯ an. tar eh¯en. tu¯ n emaxvaitı¯sˇ ciϑr (a¯ ra¯taiio¯
“Come hither to me, O you best ones, (come) hither, O Wise One, in person and boldly,
together with Truth (and) Good Mind, (a process) for which I am renowned before the wealthy
ones! Let splendid gifts inspiring reverence be manifest among (all of) us”.
The context of this stanza suggests that splendid gifts (ra¯iti-) are exchanged between all
parties involved (the singer, the patron and the divine beings) as a result of the divine
presence. Thus, in both Y 29.11 and 33.7, Ahura Mazda¯ is called upon and invited to come
to the place of worship in order to set in motion the exchange of gifts. The manifestation
of the divine presence is an event which will actually take place at a later point in the Yasna
ceremony, namely during the recitation of the Yasna HaptaNha¯iti. Thus, Y 29.11 and 33.7
point forward to that event. It occurs during Y 36, when the heavenly Fire of Ahura Mazda¯
is addressed and invited to come down, a process which, as the text suggests, must actually
take place while this chapter is being recited. Ahura Mazda¯ thus becomes visibile in the most
beautiful of his forms, the light as concentrated in and embodied by the ritual fire.19 We
may conclude from Y 29.11 and 33.7 that the ritual is set in a context of mutual welcoming:
the divine beings are received by the worshippers and the latter pray that their offerings and
18 Cf. Schwartz, 1985, 487f.
19 Narten, YH 26; Hintze, 2002.
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praises may be accepted by the divine beings and appropriately rewarded. Thus, a ritually
enacted gift-exchange takes place between human and divine beings. Y 29.11 and 33.7
testify to the roles of the deity and the priest during this event. Let us now see what the
occurrences of maga- tell us about the role of the patron.
3.3 The patron in the Gathic ritual gift-exchange
So far the scholarly debate on the meaning of maga- has concentrated on the difficult stanza
in the wedding hymn, Y 53.7, where the word occurs twice. It has even been claimed that
this was the only attestation that could offer any definite insight into the meaning of both
maga- and magauuan-.20 However, such opinion prevents us from appreciating the evidence
not only of Y 29.11 and 33.7 discussed above but also of two hymns which I think are
particularly important with regard to the meaning of maga- and the role of the patron. The
ones in question are Y 46 and 51, which, as observed by Helmut Humbach, exhibit a parallel
structure.21 The context of both suggests two things: first that Kavi Vı¯sˇta¯spa plays a positive
key role for the ‘great maga-’ and, second, that the latter is contravened by Kavis and Karapans
(Y 51.12–14). Whether an action is for or against maga- is determined by whether or not
Zarathustra is pleased (xsˇnu-) and whether or not someone is his ‘ally’ (uruuaϑa-). The Kavis
and Karapans contravene maga- because they do not fulfil either of these requirements, while
Kavi Vı¯sˇta¯spa and his companions do. Further, by so doing, we read in Y 46.13, a man will
obtain fame (srauuah-) and Ahura Mazda¯’s blessings:
Y 46.13 y¯espita¯m em zaraϑusˇtr em ra¯daNha¯
mar etae¯sˇu¯ xsˇna¯usˇ huuo¯ na¯ f erasru¯idiia¯i + er eϑβo¯
a
˜
t ho¯i mazd (a¯ ahu¯m dada¯
˜
t ahuro¯
ahma¯i gae¯ϑ (a¯ vohu¯ fra¯da
˜
t manaNha¯
t¯em v¯easˇ.a¯ m¯
ehmaid ı¯ husˇhaxa¯im
“Worthy of being renowned amongst the mortals is that man
who pleases Spita¯ma Zarathustra with generosity:
The Wise Lord gives him life,
he furthers his livestock through Good Mind.
We consider one of you to be a good companion of Truth.”
While this stanza states in a more general way the beneficial consequences for any man
who “pleases Zarathustra”, the following one, Y 46.14, raises the question as to who is an
‘ally’ (uruuaϑa-) of ‘the great maga-’ (mazo¯i maga¯i). A positive answer is given immediately.
The ally is Kavi Vı¯sˇta¯spa:
Y 46.14 zaraϑusˇtra¯ kaste¯ asˇ.auua¯ uruuaϑo¯
mazo¯i maga¯i k¯eva¯ f erasru¯idiia¯i vasˇtı¯
a
˜
t huuo¯ kauua¯ vı¯sˇta¯spo¯ ya¯hı¯
y¯en. gstu¯ mazda¯ had emo¯i minasˇ ahura¯
t¯en. g zbaiia¯ vaNh¯eusˇ uxδa¯isˇ manaNho¯
“O Zarathustra, who is your truthful ally
for the great gift-exchange? Or who wishes to be renowned?
20 Insler, Ga¯tha¯s 1975, 157f. followed by Gershevitch, 1996, 66f.
21 Humbach, 1952 [1957], pp. 19–20.
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This one here, Kavi Vı¯sˇta¯spa, (wishes to be renowned) at the pleading!22
Those whom you, O Wise Lord, foster in their seat,
those I invoke with words of Good Mind.”
As in Y 46.14, so also in Y 51.11 the same question is put: who is an ‘ally’ (uruuaϑa-) of
Zarathustra and who is suitable for maga-:
Y 51.11 k¯euruuaϑo¯ spitama¯i zaraϑusˇtra¯i na¯ mazda¯
k¯eva¯ asˇ. a¯ a¯frasˇta¯ ka¯ sp
en. ta¯ a¯rmaitisˇ
k¯eva¯ vaNh¯eusˇ manaNho¯ acista¯ maga¯i er esˇuuo¯
“Which man is an ally of Spita¯ma Zarathustra, O Wise One?
Or who has consulted with Truth, with whom (has consulted) Bounteous Right-mindedness?
Or which lofty one has made himself known for the gift-exchange of Good Mind?”
In contrast to Y 46.14, where the question is immediately answered positively - Kavi
Vı¯sˇta¯spa is Zarathustra’s ally and pleased him (xsˇnu- 46.13) in Y 51 the answer to this question
is delayed until stanza 15, where it is confirmed that Kavi Vı¯sˇta¯spa and his entourage will
be Zarathustra’s allies. But before that, in Y 51.12, Zarathustra gives a counter example of
someone who had rejected him by refusing to offer hospitality. Kavi Vae¯pya, another ruler,
‘did not please’ (no¯i
˜
t . . . xsˇna¯usˇ) Zarathustra:
Y 51.12 no¯it ta¯ ı¯m xsˇna¯usˇ vae¯piio¯ k euuı¯no¯ p er eto¯ +zimo¯
zaraϑusˇtr em spita¯m em hiia
˜
t ahmı¯ uru¯raost asˇto¯
hiia
˜
t ho¯i ı¯m caratasca¯ aod er esˇca¯ zo¯isˇ enu¯ va¯za¯
“With this (maga-), Kavi Vae¯pya did not please him, Zarathustra Spita¯ma, at the bridge in winter
after he had arrived there, but obstructed
him and his two draught beasts shivering from travel and from cold.”
Y 46.13-14 and Y 51.11-12 correspond with one another in a chiastic manner: Y 46.13
agrees with 51.12, and Y 46.14 with 51.11. The correspondences are created by lexical
repetitions:
Y 46.13 spita¯m em zaraϑusˇtr em . . . xsˇna¯usˇ
“he pleased Spita¯ma Zarathustra”
is taken up by
Y 51.12 no¯i
˜
t xsˇna¯usˇ . . . zaraϑusˇtr em spita¯m em
“he did not please Zarathustra Spita¯ma”.
Moreover, Y 46.14 and 51.11 are connected in so far as both stanzas ask: who is
Zarathustra’s ally for the gift-exchange? The question
Y 46.14 zaraϑusˇtra¯ kaste¯ asˇ.auua¯ uruuaϑo¯ mazo¯i maga¯i
“O Zarathustra, who is your truthful ally for the great gift-exchange?”
22 On ya¯h- see Narten, YH pp. 149–155 who, however, thinks that in Y 46.14 it could have a non-religious,
profane meaning and alludes to the request (‘Bittrede’) put to a worldly ruler during an audience (ibid. 153f.).
Humbach 1952 [1957], 18 Anm.17 rightly points out the close semantic relationship between the nouns ya¯h- and
maga-, cf. especially the expression Y 30.2 para¯ maz¯ey (a¯Nho¯ ‘before the great entreaty’, which, as suggested by
Narten YH 35 and 152f., could point forward to the Yasna HaptaNha¯iti.
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is equivalent to
Y 51.11 k¯euruuaϑo¯ spitama¯i zaraϑusˇtra¯i na¯ . . . maga¯i
“which man is an ally of Spita¯ma Zarathustra . . . for the gift-exchange?”
Thus, matching phrases, expressing identical thought-elements, are placed in a reciprocal
relationship23 across the two Gathas. The correspondences may be represented as summarised
below in Fig. 2. Moreover, it is unlikely that they occur by chance or are without significance.
The use of stylistic devices, such as a cross arrangement, or chiasmus,24 over different Gathas,
points to a skilful poetic mind at work composing these hymns and deliberately utilising
poetic techniques for the purpose of conveying the message. The artistic accomplishment of
the poetry suggests, furthermore, that the composer was in full command of the language
which he employed. Far from being an archaic idiom, already fossilised and no longer spoken
or understood, the Old Avestan language appears to have been for the composer a living
means of communication, one which he could mould and adapt to his needs.
In stanzas 15–17 of Y 46 more people are mentioned by name. They are the members
of the Hae¯cataspa Spita¯ma-family (15), F@rasˇaosˇtra Hvo¯gva (16) and Ja¯ma¯spa Hvo¯gva (17).
All of them are invited to come to the place where Zarathustra praises their generosity “in
verses and not in non-verses” (af sˇma¯nı¯ s¯en. gha¯nı¯ no¯i˜
t anaf sˇma¶m 46.17a-b). In the final stanza
of this hymn (Y 46.19) the singer identifies himself explicitly as Zarathustra and states that
he has earned his reward or prize (mı¯zˇda-) which consists not only of “higher existence”
(para¯hu¯.m), but also of two milk-giving cows:
Y 46.19 y¯ emo¯i asˇ.a¯˜
t haiϑı¯m haca¯ var esˇaitı¯
zaraϑusˇtra¯i hiia
˜
t vasna¯ f erasˇo¯t em em
ahma¯i mı¯zˇd em han en. te¯ para¯hu¯m
man¯ e.vista¯isˇ ma
˜
t vı¯spa¯isˇ ga¯uua¯ azı¯
ta¯c ı¯
˜
t mo¯i sa¶s tuu¯em mazda¯ vae¯disˇto¯
“(You,) who, on the basis of truth, will make real for me,
Zarathustra, what is most wonderful at will,
for this one here who deserves higher life as a prize,
(and) two milk-giving cows together with all things seen by the mind:
you, O Wise One, seem to me to know these (things) best”.
This stanza suggests that here, at the end of the hymn, the singer mentions his reward, the
sacrificial gift which is due to him when the ritual is completed.
Y 51, in contrast, explains in more detail what happens to those who do not offer
hospitality to Zarathustra: deceitful people ¶ such as Kavi Vae¯pya ¶ miss the straight path, and
their souls will tremble when, after death, they arrive at another bridge, namely the Cinvat
one:
Y 51.13 ta¯ dr eguuato¯ mar edaitı¯ dae¯na¯ + er ezaosˇ haiϑı¯m
yehiia¯ uruua¯ xraodaitı¯ cinuuato¯ p er et (a¯ a¯k (a¯
xv a¯isˇ ´ˇs iiaoϑana¯isˇ hizuuasca¯ asˇ.ahiia¯ na¶suu (a¯ paϑo¯
23 Cf. Lausberg, Literary Rhetoric 414.
24 Lausberg, Literary Rhetoric 322 with n.2.
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“Therefore the vision (dae¯na¯) of the deceitful one will miss the reality of the straight (path).
When seeing (its own vision) at the Bridge of the Separator, his soul will tremble,
having disappeared from the path of truth because of his own actions and (the words) of his
tongue”.
After death, the soul of every person has to cross that bridge while contemplating his or her
own inner vision, the dae¯na¯. Someone who behaved like Kavi Vae¯pya during his lifetime
will produce a bad and ugly dae¯na¯, and when, after the death of his body, it is seen by
his immortal soul, the latter will tremble with fear, and miss the path. The question raised
in stanza 11, as to who is an ally of Zarathustra, is answered negatively in stanza 14. The
Karapans - i.e. the priests who do not follow Zarathustra or practice his teachings - are not
his allies. Therefore, they are destined to end up in the House of Deceit:
Y 51.14 no¯it uruua¯ϑa¯ da¯to¯ibiiasca¯ karapano¯ va¯stra¯
˜
t ar¯em
gauuo¯i a¯ro¯isˇ a¯.s¯en. da¯ xv a¯isˇ ´ˇsiiaoϑana¯isˇca¯ s¯en. gha¯isˇca¯
y¯eı¯sˇ s¯en. gho¯ ap¯em¯em dru¯jo¯ d¯ema¯ne¯ a¯da¯
˜
t
“The Karapans (are) not allies in agreement with the laws of pasture.
In their own actions and proclamations (they are) ill-disposed towards the cow of the pious.
Such proclamation will ultimately land them in the House of Deceit”.
People such as Kavis and Karapans are deceitful because they neither abide by the laws of
Ahura Mazda¯ nor live in agreement with the requirements of a peaceful pastoral existence
as advocated by Zarathustra. They advocate a different way of life, and therefore Zarathustra
predicts that ultimately their souls will be destined for the House of Deceit.
A positive answer to the question about Zarathustra’s ally, uruuaϑa-, asked in stanza 11 is
eventually given in Y 51.15. Although the word uruuaϑa- is not explicitly mentioned here, it
is implied that those who are generous with their gifts (magauuan-) are his allies. Zarathustra
assigns them a ‘prize’ (mı¯ˇzda-) in the ‘House of Welcome’, the garo¯ d ema¯na-, where Ahura
Mazda¯ dwells:
Y 51.15 hiia
˜
t mı¯zˇd em zaraϑusˇtro¯ magauuabiio¯ co¯isˇt para¯
garo¯ d ema¯ne¯ ahuro¯ mazd (a¯ jasa
˜
t paouruiio¯
ta¯ v¯evohu¯ manaNha¯ asˇ. a¯ica¯ sauua¯isˇ +c
euuı¯sˇ ı¯
“In the House of Welcome, the Wise Lord arrives first
at the prize which Zarathustra has assigned to the generous ones.
With Good Mind, these (things) have been assigned to you and to Truth through strengths”.
Just as in Y 46.15–17, the verses Y 51.16–19 enumerate Zarathustra’s allies by naming
them individually. They are F erasˇaosˇtra Hvo¯gva (17), Ja¯ma¯spa Hvo¯gva (18), Maidyo¯im (a¯Nha
Spita¯ma (19), and above all Kavi V ı¯sˇta¯spa, who has obtained understanding through the rule
of maga-:
Y 51.16 ta¶m kauua¯ vı¯sˇta¯spo¯ magahiia¯ xsˇaϑra¯ na¶sa
˜
t
vaNh¯eusˇ pad ebı¯sˇ manaNho¯ ya¶m cistı¯m asˇ.a¯ man. ta¯
sp en. to¯ mazd (a¯ ahuro¯ aϑa¯ n¯esazdiia¯i usˇta¯
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“Through the rule of gift-exchange (and) on the paths of Good Mind,
Kavi Vı¯sˇta¯spa obtained this insight, which the bounteous Wise Lord
has devised through Truth. Let it be proclaimed to us as desired!”
Thus, Y 46 and 51 suggest that there are two important, indeed decisive prerequisites for
a successful give-exchange, maga-: the first is that Zarathustra is welcomed and remunerated
by the patron, and the second that the latter directs his own thoughts on the path of Good
Mind. This means that he has accepted Zarathustra’s teachings.
The patron is dependent both on the deity to give the gifts and on the poet to cause the
deity to do so. By contrast, the poet is in a position of power with regard to the gods, because
he is able to coerce the divine by means of his poetic skills; but he is entirely dependent on
the patron’s good will and generosity when it comes to the remuneration for his services at
the end of the ritual. The poet raises the question of an ‘unpaid song’,25 as implied at the
end of the Gathic hymn Y 44:
Y 44.18 ta
˜
t ϑβa¯ p er esa¯ er esˇ mo¯i vaoca¯ ahura¯
kaϑa¯ asˇ.a¯ ta˜
t mı¯ˇzd em hana¯nı¯
dasa¯ asp (a¯ +arsˇ enuuaitı¯ˇs usˇtr emca¯
hiia
˜
t mo¯i mazda¯ apiuuaitı¯ hauruua¯ta¯
am er eta¯ta¯ yaϑa¯ hı¯ +taibiio¯ d (a¯Nha¯
“I ask you this, tell me truly, O Lord:
How shall I win through truth this prize
consisting of ten mares with a stallion and a camel,
(the prize) which has been made known to me, O Wise One, together with Wholeness
and Immortality, just as you have assigned the latter two to yourself ?”
Y 44.19 ta
˜
t ϑβa¯ p er esa¯ er esˇ mo¯i vaoca¯ ahura¯
yastat mı¯ˇzd em han ente¯ no¯it da¯itı¯
y¯eı¯t ahma¯i er ezˇuxδa¯ na¯ da¯ite¯
ka¯ t¯em ahiia¯ +mae¯nisˇ aNha
˜
t +paouruiie¯
vı¯duu
.
a¯ auua¶m ya¯ ı¯m aNha
˜
t ap¯ema¯
“I ask you this, tell me truly, O Lord:
If someone does not give that prize to the man
who has deserved it through the correctly uttered word,
which punishment for that will reach him first,
as I know the punishment which will reach him last?”
If we interpret these verses in the light of what has been said above, the poet is asking
about the punishment due to the patron who does not reward the priest for his services.
If the patron does not give the fee, a basic social order is disturbed, and the circulation of
goods is blocked.
25 The Greek expression
,
ακε´λευστoς ”αµισϑoς ’αoιδα´ ‘an uncommissioned, unpaid song’ is found in
Aeschylos, Agamemnon 979; cf. Watkins, 1982, p. 106.
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4 The bipolar exchange pattern between human being and deity
Apart from the just described exchange pattern, which forms part of Zoroastrian ritual
thought, there is another, moral aspect to exchange: not only priests and patrons, but all
human beings are involved in an exchange relationship with the deity. Zarathustra coined a
special term denoting the reward which Ahura Mazda¯ gives to any human being. It is the
Avestan word asˇ.i-. Perhaps the most striking verses illustrating this are those of Y 43, where
we read:
Y 43.4 a
˜
t ϑβa¯ m¯en. gha¯i taxm emca¯ sp en. t em mazda¯
hiia
˜
t ta¯ zasta¯ ya¯ tu¯ haf sˇ ı¯ auu (a¯
ysˇ. d (a¯ asˇ. ı¯ˇs. dr eguua¯ite¯ asˇ.a¯unae¯ca¯
ϑβahiia¯ gar ema¯ a¯ϑro¯ asˇ. a¯.aojaNho¯
hiia
˜
t mo¯i vaNh¯eusˇ haz¯ejima
˜
t manaNho¯
“Then I shall realise that you are strong and bounteous, O Wise One,
since through this hand, with which you hold them,
you give rewards to both the deceitful and the truthful one,
through the heat of your fire (which is) strong through truth,
as the force of Good Mind comes to me”.
There is retribution as well as reward, and both the deceitful and the truthful ones will
receive what they deserve at the hands of Ahura Mazda¯. That the deceitful will be treated
differently from those who are truthful, is stated clearly in the following stanza:
Y 43.5 sp en. t em a
˜
t ϑβa¯ mazda¯ m¯en. ghı¯ ahura¯
hiia
˜
t ϑβa¯ aNh¯eusˇ zqϑo¯i dar es em paouruuı¯m
hiia
˜
t d (a¯ ´ˇs iiaoϑana¯ mı¯zˇdauua¶n ya¯ca¯ uxδa¯
ak¯em aka¯i vaNvhı¯m asˇ. ı¯m vaNhaouue¯
ϑβa¯ hunara¯ da¯mo¯isˇ uruuae¯se¯ ap¯eme¯
“I realise that you are bounteous, O Wise Lord,
as I have seen you as primeval in the begetting of life,
when you made actions and words to receive their prizes,
a bad (prize) for the bad one, a good reward for the good one
through your skill at the most distant turning point of creation”.
In a vision, as expressed by the verb ‘I have seen you’ (dar es em) in line (b), Zarathustra
perceived Ahura Mazda¯ in his primeval state, creating life. He made human life in such a
way that actions and words would receive a ‘prize’ (mı¯zˇda-). This is presented here as a law of
nature, because it was organised in this way by Ahura Mazda¯ right from the beginning. Since
language and planned action characterise every human being - and indeed human beings
only - this implies that every person is going to receive such a ‘prize’, whether they want it
or not. In this sense, nobody can escape it, because all human beings speak and act. What
is novel here is the idea that there are just deserts attached to - or inherent in - whatever
words are said or deeds performed: there will be a bad prize or retribution for those which
are bad but a reward for those which are good.
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In the last line of Y 43.5 the allocation of the prizes is said to take place “at the most
distant turning point of creation”. This refers to a future event. If so, the stanza embraces
two extreme points in time, the beginning, when life was created, and the end, when the
‘prizes’ will be distributed. And in between, the quality of human beings’ words and deeds
determine what kind of ‘prize’ they are going to receive. The following stanza elaborates on
the distribution of the prizes:
Y 43.6 yahmı¯ sp en. ta¯ ϑβa¯ mainiiu¯ uruuae¯se¯ jaso¯
mazda¯ xsˇaϑra¯ ahmı¯ vohu¯ manaNha¯
yehiia¯
′
sˇiiaoϑana¯isˇ gae¯ϑ (a¯ asˇ. a¯ fra¯d en. te¯
ae¯ibiio¯ ratu¯sˇ s¯en. ghaitı¯ a¯rmaitisˇ
ϑβahiia¯ xrat¯eusˇ y¯em nae¯cisˇ da¯baiieitı¯
“At the turning point to which you come with your bounteous spirit,
O Wise One, (and) with rule: there, with good mind
by whose actions the creatures prosper with truth,
Right-mindedness proclaims the judgements to them,
(the judgements) of your intellect which nobody deceives”.
It is at that most distant turning point of creation, when Right-mindedness will pass
judgment. Such a judgement - or verdict - resulting in two kinds of asˇ.i-s, or reward,
presumably one good and the other bad, is mentioned in Y 51.5:
Y 51.5 vı¯spa¯ ta¯ p er esa¶s yaϑa¯ asˇ.a¯˜
t haca¯ ga¶m vı¯da
˜
t
va¯striio¯
′
sˇiiaoϑana¯isˇ er esˇuuo¯ ha¶s huxratusˇ n emaNha¯
y¯eda¯ϑae¯ibiio¯ er esˇ ratu¯m xsˇaiia¶s asˇ.iuu (a¯ cista¯
“Asking about all this, how the herdsman finds the cow on the basis of truth,
being upright in actions, of good intellect in reverence,
(the herdsman,) who, being able, has rightly recognised, on behalf of the just people, the regulation
about the two rewards”.
The following stanza of the same hymn tells us more about this regulation:
Y 51.6 y¯evahiio¯ vaNh¯eusˇ dazde¯ yasca¯ ho¯i va¯ra¯i ra¯da
˜
t
ahuro¯ xsˇaϑra¯ mazda¯ a
˜
t ahma¯i aka¯t a
′
sˇiio¯
y¯eho¯i no¯i
˜
t vı¯da¯itı¯ ap¯eme¯ aNh¯eu
′
sˇ uruuae¯se¯
“The Wise Lord (is the one) who assigns what is better than good and who will make his will
succeed through his rule. But (he will assign) what is worse than bad to the one
who does not worship him, at the most distant turning point of life”.
Ahura Mazda¯ will give “what is better than good” to those who help to make his plans
succeed, but “what is worse than bad” to those who fail to worship him. Thus, here, we
find another allusion to the idea that Ahura Mazda¯ rewards the truthful ones, but retributes
those who are deceitful. Moreover, this stanza indicates when this is going to happen: “at
the most distant turning point of life”, an expression similar to that encountered in Y 43.5
“at the most distant turning point of creation”. In both passages, reward and retribution are
distributed by Ahura Mazda¯ at that moment: In Y 43.5 a ‘bad mı¯zˇda-’ to the bad one, but a
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good asˇ.i- to the good one; in Y 51.6 “what is better than good” to Ahura Mazda¯’s supporters
and “what is worse than bad” to those who do not venerate the Wise Lord. While “the most
distant turning point of creation” appears to refer to the conclusion of cosmic history, “the
most distant turning point of life” could well indicate the end of the individual life, when
a person’s soul has to cross the Cinvat Bridge. We have already seen what happens to those
patrons who refused hospitality to Zarathustra. According to the interpretation proposed
here, these two Gathic passages could attest the concept of two judgements, one individual
and the other universal.
5 Conclusion
It has been argued that a triangular relationship, consisting of patron, priest and god, appears
to have been a constituent part of Indo-Iranian ritual thought, providing the framework
in which exchange could operate. We found this pattern in the Gathas when studying the
contexts of a central term of Avestan ritual, maga-, which belongs to the vocabulary of the
gift-exchange taking place between the three parties involved. The circulation of gifts is
blocked if one of the parties does not pass on the goods. In particular, as we saw in Y 44,
the poet is concerned that he may not receive his sacrificial fee, his mı¯zˇda-, and he threatens
that the patron who does not pay his priest will be punished both at the time and in the
distant future.
Furthermore, we found evidence for Zarathustra’s actual situation by comparing two
Gathic hymns, Y 46 and 51. Zarathustra is in need of being pleased (xsˇnu) by an ally
(uruuaϑa-), who professes his teachings. That ally is Kavi Vı¯sˇta¯spa and his entourage, but not
the other Kavis and Karapans. We saw the fate which Zarathustra anticipates for those who
refuse to please him, and thus infringe the rules of maga-: when arriving, after death, at the
Bridge of the Separator, their souls will tremble on seeing their own horrible vision, their
dae¯na¯, and they will end up in the House of Deceit, uttering the word vaiio¯i. By contrast,
those who act in agreement with maga-, the magauuan-, will receive their ‘prize’, mı¯zˇda-, in
Ahura Mazda¯’s House of Welcome.
The latter prediction implies that the Gathic exchange system not only involves the
circulation of both material and immaterial goods during one’s lifetime. There is also an
eschatological dimension in so far as complying, or otherwise, with the rules has an impact
on what happens to the human soul after death. Moreover, it is not just those involved in the
ritual who are affected by the system of eschatological exchange, but everyone. We saw in
Y 43, that each person’s words and actions are linked to a mı¯zˇda-. This means that everybody
determines what prize they will receive, whether a good or a bad one, by the quality of their
own words and deeds.
The Gathas are renowned for their intricacy and density. Nevertheless, it emerges from
what we have discussed that there are two interpenetrating patterns of exchange. One is the
triangular constellation of the Zoroastrian ritual, inherited from ancient Indo-Iranian times
and consisting of three involved parties: patron, priest and god. Some of the participants in
the Gathic exchange system are mentioned by name: there is Zarathustra, the priest; there
are persons accompanying him, in particular his patron Kavi Vı¯sˇta¯spa and Kavi Vae¯pya, who
did not please Zarathustra; and there is Ahura Mazda¯, the deity invoked and invited to be
present in the ritual, and bestowing prosperity and well-being. This triangular relationship
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also persists in present day Zoroastrian ritual practice in so far as priests perform rituals at the
request and on behalf of members of the laity, who pay for them. The second, bipolar pattern
underlies the exchange taking place on the spiritual, ethical level, which, however, permeates
the first one. The spiritual exchange pattern is what we may consider as Zarathustra’s own
and new message culminating in the idea that it is not only priests and patrons who are
involved in a continuous exchange with the deity, but also each individual, men and women
alike, by the way they think, speak and act.
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